NOTE: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

1. DESIGN FLOW RATE - 4000 GPM (MAX.)
2. OPERATING PRESSURE - 150 PSI (MAX.)
3. CARTRIDGE:

40" MINIMUM CLEARANCE
REQUIRED FOR CARTRIDGE REMOVAL

---

### FRONT VIEW
- INFLUENT 14" DIA FLANGE
- EFFLUENT 14" DIA FLANGE
- 14 1/2" TYP
- 3 7/16" REF
- 69 3/16" REF
- 49 1/8" REF
- 45 3/8" REF
- 72 3/16" REF

### SIDE VIEW
- INFLUENT 14" DIA FLANGE
- EFFLUENT 14" DIA FLANGE
- 16" SERVICE SPACE
- 4" REF
- 8" REF
- 40" REF (SERVICE SPACE)

### PLAN VIEW
- 43" REF
- 13 3/10" REF
- 49 1/8" REF
- 45 3/8" REF
- 72 3/16" REF
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**FILENAMES:**

- RLS
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**SYMBOLS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**NOTICE:**

- THIS DRAWING EMBODES A CONFIDENTIAL PROPRIETARY DESIGN ORIGINATED BY RAIN BIRD CORPORATION. ALL DESIGN, MANUFACTURING, USE AND SALE RIGHTS REGARDING THE SAME ARE EXPRESSLY RESERVED.
- IT IS SUBMITTED UNDER A CONFIDENTIAL RELATIONSHIP FOR A SPECIFIC PURPOSE AND THE RECIPIENT AGREES BY ACCEPTING THIS DRAWING NOT TO SUPPLY OR DISCLOSE ANY INFORMATION REGARDING IT TO ANY UNAUTHORIZED PERSON, OR TO INCORPORATE IN OTHER PROJECTS ANY SPECIAL FEATURE UNIQUE TO THIS DESIGN.
- ALL PATENT RIGHTS HERETO ARE EXPRESSLY RESERVED.
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**DO NOT SCALE DRAWING**

**SUPERCEDES**

- BSF10-8-G

---

**NOTE:**

- UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
  - DRILLED
  - HOLE
  - DECIMAL TOLERANCE = .100"
  - .060"
  - .010"
  - FRACTIONAL TOLERANCE ANGULAR = 1/32"